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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns the. c|osed cone K of all positive semidefinite n × n 
matrices (with real or complex entries) which have zeros in prescribed 
=-~- -  ~,,~ ~ thp. main purvoses of this paper is to obtain information and, 
if possible, describe ~e ranks of e~emal  ma~c~ ha ~" in te~s  of the 
pattern of prescribed zeros. 
~ seems to be a problem relevant o seve~,tl areas. One of ~em i~ 
various completion problems (see [2, 4, 7, 8, 3, 9, 5]); it also arises in Gauss 
e!J~.-~~on ef sparse m~trices (see [6, 12]). App!icatie.,~ to ~e:e ~.."d o~er 
areas am pkum-~t in subsequent l~pers. Here we tocus m~y on de~oping 
a general approach for stud~n s ~e ranks of extremal matrice~ in cones IL 
T~ ~t~,~-~ wi_'~h a familiar object, consider the cone K of all n x n positive 
semidefinite marries O.e., we have no entries with prescribed zeros). A 
ma~ax A in K ":.z -~d~=_~a ¢.~_e~ ff A = B + C with B, C in K implies that B 
and C axe scalar multiples of A. Equivalently, A is extremal if either A = 0 
or the matrix (tr A)-I,4 is extremal in the closed convex set { X E K[tr X ffi 1} 
(we denote by trX the tm~ of a matrix X). It is well kne~.,~ that A is 
~:~,em~ in K if and o~y if ra~ A ~ i. 
We provide a proof of this statement. In this proof and throughout he 
paper w~ ~p~cif iy use the ~np!e fact that a positive semidefinite matrix A 
~o~ ~,,~ ~ ~¢ o~a nnh, ~ A ffi x~* foz ~e - , , -~ro vector x. The special 
theorem shows that any positive semidefinite matrix is a o...,, of , ,~ .  one 
positive semidefinite m~triees, i.e., any extremal matrix in K h_~s rank ~. 1. 
Conv¢~!y.. h~ A _he_. ¢ ~t~ve semidefinite matrix of rank 1. We have to 
J t . i t~ ~t. 
without |oss of generality that A has s positive ntry in the left upper corner 
~o zeros ~wncze .  Now tho ,,~ A ...... 
verL~ed fact that any l~sit~ve semide~nite n x n nmtrix B whose diagonal 
entries (except for the left upper corner) are zeros is a scal~ multiple of A 
(indeed, if such B had a nonzero nondiagonal entry, then e 2 × 9. principal 
subnmtr~ in B would be indefinite, which is" . . . .  -'~-' 
Consider now a ~eneral situation. Let f be a symmetric set of ordered 
,,~ ~. .ge~ from I to n, and def~e M+(P) to be the c]osed cone of 
~t~ve semidef~te matrices whose (i, $) entry is zero whene:er ~ ~ ] and 
(~, ~) ~ Po Two cases will be considered..: (I) the matrices a~e ~vcr ~b~e field C 
of complex numbers; (2) the matrices are over the real numbers ~. Later P 
be, navy  interpreted as an undirected ~-~ph wRh vertices i,..., n. 
We begin our description of results with a theorem which follows after 
~ew con~tmc~on~ (see ~:~tion S) from Theo~:em 7 ~ [~. 
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Trmo~ i.i. A / /~/s  ~n M + (P) imve rank one or zero i f  and onl~ 
ffthe ~h ~" . . . . .  ' ...... " ~ "~ . . . .  • "' " --'--- 
Such graphs are called chordal (or triangularized). 
This theorem was obtained independently b  Pauisen, Power, and SwAth 
(see [10, Theorem 2.4]). The main ob|ective of [10] is the understanding of 
these M+(P) which have rank one extremals. "i"ney -did a ~orough ~ady of 
what they called Schur product completion problems and obtained elegant 
new proofs of existing results as well as new testily. The thn~ of our work 
on the cone M +(P) is in another ~direc-tion. We would like to develop a 
• general theory for hi~her ank extremals and ~en ,.~e it to cla~vL~ the .~atk 2
situation. 
Our general approach is based on identifying a fundamental set of graphs 
(we call them k-blocks) whose p~y~en~ as mbgraphs of P ~ ~-a lent  to 
M* (P) containing some extremais of rank k (or greater). To be more precise, 
define the order of a graph (or pattern) P by saying that every extremai 
matrix in M÷(P) l~s rank ,~ 1~ and there is an extremal in M+(P) of ~=r.k 
equal to k. A graph P is. ca~ed a k.b-.Iock provided that P has order k but no 
induced mbgraph as order k. Basic facts are (see Section 4 for the proofs; 
Theorem 1.3 follows from Theorem 4.3): 
T.,~...o~ 1.2. A graph has ~ k i f  and onlu i f  it contait~ a k-b ~lock, 
but does .not con~tain ang p-block with p > k. 
,L~_ 2ta- n/~ Tmmxa~ 1.3. For each ~,,~o-~ I,.. ,  ~ ~,~ r~ ,.,., : :~e ~,,~,, 
differera k-blocks, where ! :~  kg + k -  £ i f  ma~ ,.vith real ~ only are 
com/dem/ ,  and l -- 2(k 2 _ 1) i f  ~r.at~es with complex entries are consi&~'d. 
Thus one could develop a finite procedure for finding the order of 
patterm, by determining a list of all k-blocks. To find the order of a particular 
graph P one compar~ it ~.~th the list. 
One of the accomplishments of the paper is dmsification of the 1-, 2-, and 
11_1__L_  ~ ly  . . . . . . .  I * _  o-o l~,  vv© tin,v© ~m SecUom 7 and 8) 
T rmo~ 1.4. 
and t~ 
The k-blocks P are pw~sely the one ver'~ graph i f  k = I 
complement P~ to a graph P is defined as the graph having the same 
ve~es  as P, and (~, ]) is an edge in i~ ~ if and only i[ ~ ~ ] and (~, j) is not 
an edge in P. 
ma~ with real t '~~ 1.5. A graph P ~s a 3.b~ck (wh~ the "o 
on/~ a~ a l~d)  if  and on/~ if  ~ts comp/~ment is either 
(i) a graph w~h ~__~.~!0~ 5 edges which contains no subgraph of th~ foun 
and which has ~e_~elu or~ or avo edges ~_t~ng awh vertex; or 
one of the fo ng 6 graphs: 
V 
/AN" ~/~X~; 
\ 
/ \  
On the basis of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 one c~u]d conjecture a rank 2 
SP~:~.A~o~ 1.6. Every e~rna l  in M ÷ (P) (o~'er the real numbers) has 
rank 2 or less if and only if 
(i) ~ has no loop ~ more ~ ,i ~gcs ~a 
(fi) The ~:~ph P cont~ns no 3-block. 
~ot~ t]~t Th~rem 1.1 ~ exactly this form wi~ 3 topping 4 in (i) and 
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mangoes on/y a,m considered. 
This f~t  i~ p~v~] in Sec___fion 6. 
S~t ion  1.6 _amounts o the statement 
Sp~--o-~o~ 1.8. For k >i 3 the only k-block which con~ no 3-block 
as a sub~_ph is a loop. 
We be~eve that these s~~om may well be false. However, we do 
strongly b~=e~e 
Co_.,,~_~~ 1.9. Spec~tiom 1.6 and 1.8 are true ,,_~ to a ve~ sm~|..J 
number of cases. 
~ihe ratmna]e is simply that k-blocks have complimentary graphs contain- 
ing at least (k +2Xk-  1)/'2 edges (in the real case; see Section 4), and as k 
increases it is extremely likely they will contain one of the graphs listed in 
Theorem 1.5. 
We conclude this ~ o~ the in - -on  by saying that we believe this is 
a difficult s-~b|ect. ~i~ne substantial wc,-k we have done h~m ~ made m _o~__ 
progress in a dir-~-'don "'~"^~" wm-z  we beli~e ..~H be essential to a gene~.~d theory, 
and much more re nudns to be done along these lines. 
We proceed now with setting up the prec:~se t rnfino|ogy and notation° 
Let P be an undirected graph with ~te  set of vertices V(P), without 
multiple edges and without eds~ ~,,... -~ ~.~.~x ,~n :L__,, _ . . . . . . .  , _L~e, ,  (only o=~--'^ ~ ~ a p r a  
will h~ ~m~cr~ m ~ p~_ner~. By E(P) we shall denote the set of edges of 
P. m E(P) consists of the unordered pairs ( u~ ~,~). v.~.ere u, v ~ V( P) and 
there is an edge in P .~tw~_n_ u ~d v. 
Assume that V(P) ffi { 1,2,..., n }. Let F be either the field B of _~ real 
numbe~ or the tielo u of all complex numbers, and denote by M(P) the set 
of all nmtrices with entries from F such t~t  f~ ~ ~- ] their (i, ]) entry is zero 
if (i, ]) ~ E(P) [recall that P is und~ted  and hence (i, ]) ~ E(P) happens 
if and only if (], i )~  E(P)]. Let M+(P) be the closed cone of ~ positive 
semideffi~ite hermit~ matrices in M(P). A matr~ A ~ M ÷(P) is c~ed 
~~al  if A ffi A~ + A~ where A~, -Ao. ~ M+(P) implies that A i = s~A, 
] = 1,_~, for some s~,s~>~O. Denote by ~+(P) ti~e set of all ~~a]  ~tr~ces 
,~, - .--, ~v~n an und~cted graph P. for a nonemp~, s~et  S c V(P), 
.;,..-..,... 1... v{~ ~e graph obtained from P by rem~n~ ~| ~e~ces not 
P° The comp~~ P~ of the ~xaph P ~ the undirected ~ph dc~.  ~_ ~y ~e 
propertim that V(P~)--V(P) and (u, ~)~ E(P c) if ~d  o~ if ~ ~ ~ and 
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(L~).(~.3) . . . . .  ~n- l .n '~  is ~] I~ t~e line with n vertices and will be 
n=,~, . .~.=n n~ (c.g., . . . . .  -.- = 3L~) .  T-he graph with the ve~s  {,,=,.~ ,
and ~he edges (1,2), ($ ,3) , . . . , (n-1,n) ,  (n,])  is ,called the /oop wi~ n 
vertices and win be denoted nLP. In par'dcular, 1L~ is the same as 1LP and is 
the graph wi~h one vertex (and no edges)= The graph obtained by pu~zing 
together graphs Px,..., P~ will be denoted (Px,..., P~). For example, the 
graph 
is denoted (4Le,2L~,5LN). In se•explanatory notation the graph 
H H ,  _ ,~  ~ ~ ,,, 
will be denoted (3W,4LP~..6L~,3~). The equali~ between graphs is 
u~d=~[~ ............ ~.... +~ ~'~ ---'-'-~ "-'-I" " . . . . . .  ~'-= ~'-~ given 
vertex v ~ V(P )  the adjacent set is 
! r r J '  i n  I I  _ , I tu,  v) 
The following notation from linear algebra is used. Given F ~ ~ or C, F ~ 
is the k-dimensional vector space over F realized as the space of k-dimen- 
sion~ ~,!,,_mns. For x, y ~ F k denote, as usual, by x®y the kx  k matrix xy* 
(where * stands for the conjugate transpose), and by x®y denote the 
symmetrized tensor product xy T + [fx r (it will be used only in the real ease). 
Span{ x 1, ..., x~ } is the linear span (over F) of elements xl,..., xp ~ F ~. The 
trace of a k × k matrix M is denoted tr(M). The algebra of all k × k matrices 
with entries from F is denoted F ~x~. For hermitm ma~ees A and B the 
notation A >i B means that A -  B is positive semidef~te. The symbols 3,  
c stand for (not nece~arfly proper) ~clusion. 
2 CONNECTION WITH CHORDAL GRAPHS 
Let P be a ~raph with V(P) -- { 1, ~,. o., n }° The ~r~ o-~-~ of ~ge~ of 
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(i, J )e  E(P) and of aii pairs (1,1),...,(n, n). Denote the extended set of 
edges by E(P). 
A spec/flcation of the graph P is a map ~:E(~)~ F (here F = R or 
F-C ,  m appropriate) such that q~( i , j ) - tk ( j , i )  for any ( i , j )~E(P) .  
Every specification ¢ defines a linear functional u, on M(P) [here M(P) is 
considered as a linear space over F] by the formula 
u,(A) = 
ft 
v' i), 
~,i-.~ 
(i,j)ee(P) 
where A ffi [ao],"~. xe M(P). Observe that % is sdf-ad]oim~ in the sense 
that u.(A)ffi u,(A*) for all A ~ M(P). Conversely~ every self~djoint iinear 
functional on ~,,~ ~ ~ of the form u~ for some specification ~. 
A self-adioint ~ear  fuactiona! u on_ M(P) is called ~t~ve if u(A) >I 
for every A ~ M + (P). 
Note that every linear functional v: M(P)--, F is of the form -,~ v~ 
tr(XK) for some fixed K ~ M(P). It is easy to see that v is ix~sitive if and 
only if K is positive semidef~te. Thus: 
Tnzo~ 2.1. For every positive linear functional u: M( P) -~ F there is 
a posture seraidejinite n × n matrix K ~ M(P) such that u(A)  ffi I I(AK) yor 
T t r~o~ 2o2. Let u:M( P )-~ F be a positive linear fung i .  Then 
there is a positive linear functim'-.~ u: F '~ ×. ~ F such that ~( A ) ffi u( A ) for 
Proof. This is a very _gmrticular ease of some general results on C*-a]ge- 
bras. Indeed, by {13] u is completely positive, and ~ence the theorem fo]]ows 
from [i]. Or else app|y Krein's theorem (see, e.g., [1]]): A direct proof of 
Theorem 2.2 can be given using the Hahn-Bansch theorem and the ~act hat 
a functional c: M(P) ~ F of norm one is positive if and ordy if c ( I ) :  1. [] 
i~¢ ~ in -M~an h~eorem, together with the fact that a nonzero A 
M÷(P) is extremaJ if and only "d "-A , -1,  ._ _.~____1 ~,tr ~) ~ ~©A~m~ in the ........ 
set { X ~ M+(P)JtrX = 1}, ~nplies that ~y  A e M+(P) is a gnear ~b~e-  
Lion wRh ~'~ve coefficients of e|emen~ from i÷(P). ]t is obvio~ now ~t  
a linear functional u: ~f(P) -~ F is posi~ve if and o~y if u(A) >I 0 for aH 
A E I÷¢P~. 
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Co~dez ~o.~. ~e ~cu~ ~ o~ a chordal graph P. P is called 
ct~on~l ff for every eyde (~, ~s),(~a, ~) , . . . , (~-  ~, ~) , (~,  ~t) e £(P) ,  where 
~!,..., ~ are d~erent  vetoes  ~d ~ >i g, there is an edge (~,, ~,) e E(P)  with 
1 <s- r<k- l .  A d~u~ in the graph P is a mbs,~ Sc  {l , . . . ,n} such 
• at (~, ~) e E(P) for every ~, ~ e S and ~ ~ ]. 
T~~ 2o3~ ~ fo~ng s ta~s  aw e~va~t :  
O) P ~s a chon~ graph; 
(~) ~ sdf.odio~ linear f u ~  _.: ~(v).- ,  F such that for an~ 
n~~l  c~qu~ T of ~ ~.% n~ct~on of u to M( P(T)) ~ ~~,  is ~ '~t~ 
~elf; 
(~) ]+ ( P) ~~s ~ex.~ly of t~  ~ .~.~x and the rank ! ma~r~c~ in 
aq+ [ D~., 
(iv) ~y  A e M+(P) can ~ w~a~n ~n the form 
AfA  t+A~+ --- +A. ,  
whe~ A j e M + (P~T.~. ] = 1,. ~, and T i , . . ,  To are ~T~ cl~ues in P. 
P~vof. (iv) ~ (ii): Let u: M(P) ~ F be such that the restriction of u to 
M(P(T)) is positive for any maximal clique T. Given A e M+(P), write the 
formula (2. I). Then 
u(A) -u (A~)+ .. .  +u(A.)>~O 
by the asmm~ption  u, and the tmsitivity of u follows. 
~..,~:'~ ~ (iv): ~ g  by cmtmdiction, assume (ii) holds but (iv) is false. So 
there is A e ~+(P)  which cannot be ~t ten  in the form (2.1). Denote by K 
the c]ose~ c~ne ~n_sL~_~g of aU matrices of the form A t + A 2 + --. + Ao, 
where A j e M ÷(P(Tj)). Then A ~ K, an.d by the ~pm~Uon theorem for 
closed cones there is a Linear functional %. M(P) ~ F such that Re %(A) < 0 
but Re%(X)>~0 for all X eK .  ~ • - onsJder the seif-adjoint linear _~.-~c~on~ 
u" M(P) ~ F de~ by u(Y)--- uo(Y)+uo(Y*), Y e M(P). Then u(A) < 0 
and u(X) >I 0 for all X e K, a contradiction with (fi). 
(iv) ~ (~): Fn~, m~e a simple observation that for any rn~,~_~o~ c que Y 
of P ~'hv set ] ÷ (P(T)) consists preeme]y of the zero matrix and of an rank one 
rnaW~es ~;- ~"" ~. '~"''"~, ~ , ..,,~.w ~ ...  ~,.L" ~ ='- ~,~1~÷ t " " J. Using the fo . -n~ (2.1) and L~e 
s~ctra] theorem, A can be written as sum of r~ one matrices from 
M÷(P). O~ the other h~d~ eve~ rank one ~a~ in M +(P) is e~e~al  (see 
the ~o~ ~a~~ of the i~tue~ion).  ~o ~iii) follows. 
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• ~ ~ ~ ~9: Wc have ~ p~ve t~t every rank one matrix A ~ M + (P) is 
contained in M ÷ (P(T)) for some maximal clique T. Write A = c ® ~, where 
c~F" ,  ~0.  Let 
where ~1,.--, on are the coordinates of ~. Slice the (i, ]) entry of A 
no nT~ro ~or i, ] ~ S, the set S is a c~que in P, and c|eady A ~ M + (P(S)). 
Now take T to be any maximal clique which contains S. 
Finally, we prove the equivalence of 0) end (fl). The proof uses the 
arguments p~~,~ in [7]. Assume P is not chorchl; so there is a c /de 
(sv s~),(~, ia),...,(t~, -~t) ~ E(P) ~th different ~v..., ~ (/¢ >i 4) e~d no edges 
in between. For hot ,  one! simplicity amame V(~) = { 1,..., n } and ~j ffi j for 
= i , . . . ,  k. The [tne~r functional u: M(P) -* f defined by 
u(A)= a., 
where ~ sam is "-,,ken over an indices ~, ~ such that l i -~1< 1 and 
1 < i, ~ < k, has the property that |or any muim~ clique T of ~ the 
restriciion of u to M(P(T)) is positive (one need only check the two dement 
cliques { I, 2), {2, 3},.. . ,  { k - I, k ), { k, I }). However, u is not positive. In- 
deed, if it were, then by Th~rem 9..2, u would extend to a positive linear 
functional t]: F "×a~ F which is given by ~(X)ffitr(XB) for some fixed 
p~t~e semidefinite mat~ B---{b,~]~.,. v The principal subw~ ~ 
b,.~ ffi b~,,. ffi - 1. 
But figs ~ impossible in view of the following s~ple !emma prow in [7]: 
There is a unique posi~ve semidd~ -~ x k matrix Y - t Y~jJ ~; :~ ~ wh/ch 
satL,~es y~ -- 1 for .~ ":- " - i . . . .  Lh~ .... 
it remair~ ~ to p~ve ~Jaat (i) ~ (fi). Suppose P is chor~. Let u: M(P)  ~ F 
be a sdf-adjoint linear ~mc~on~ which is po~Uve when restricted to maxima] 
d~es  of P. Let K ~ M(P)  be the hermi~ matrix which rep~ en~ u~ i°c: 
u(X)  - tr(XK) for eve~ X ~ M(P). Since u is positive on M(P(T)) for ~y  
ma~..~ c~que T, K(F(T)) is gmsifive sen~de~tc. S/nee P ~ c~hord~, by 
Thco~m 7 d [7] there is positive ~n~de~te  ~.x  ~ ~ F ~×" s~ch that for 
~ .: - ~ and an (~ ~) ~ ~(~) the (~, ~) ent~ in g and ~ arc the sa~e. ~c 
se'~- __-adjomt ~c~on~] ~ e~n~ndmg to ~ ~ both ~ ~ten~ion o~ u and 
iio I~M AC~ ET ~U 
An independent proof of the eq~v~ence o~(~) and (i) (in case F = R) is 
given in Section 6 (Corollary 6.6). 
3. THE DIMENSION TH~OI:~M 
~ sect/on which is ccntra~ in the paper we introduce a geometric 
hng~ge to study the e~remals in M+(P). This geometric language M ;rame 
~c-es expresses the ~ '~ r~ t~t  for (L j )~  E(P) the (i, j) entry in a matrix 
]tX'{- I Dx  L ~ _  uru~u~uu~uty O~ce~dn vectOrS. 
I~  P be a graph ~ ~ Section I.A ~-d i~ l  ~~en~a~ of P is a 
map Y: V(P ) -~ F k with the p~pe~es that 
and ~at  
Given a ]~-d~mens~onal ~presenta~on Y of P, the ~ space F~ is the 
set of ~ k × k matrices which are line~__r combina__~o~ (over F) d Y(i)® Y(j) 
for (i, j )~ ~(P). R~all ~a~ ~MN*) is a seahr produet of the ~t F ~×~. 
Observe that 
Fy is or~ogona] to I in FkXk. (3.1) 
This is because for every W = ¥(i)Y(])*, (i, j) ~ E(P), we have 
= 
Ano~cr ob~ou~ property of the ~r~e spa~ is, 
For the case when F - R, we define aLso the s~ym~'~ fia,-r~ ~zce F~ 
to be the set of all k × k matrices which are linear combins~om (~th real 
c~c ien~s)  of the ma~ices Y{i)@Y(j) for (i, j )~E(P) .  Again, F~, is 
or~ogona] to ~. Note that every ma~ix in F~' is real swnme~c. 
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We now identify V(P) with { 1,$,..., n }. For a k-dimensmnal representa- 
tmn ~ o~ ~" de~e the n × n matrix 
A,  = 
Cl~rly, Ar E M+(P) and rankAr fk .  The representation Y ~'n ~ called 
e~::~ud if the matrix A r is extremal s an element of M+(P). 
. . . . .  ...: ~.~_~r ~ ,, . . . .  ,~, v-- --,,~ a n k.dimensional 
reprmenta~on is e~a]o  We now build up to T~'~--~,,~.~,~_... .  oo~ e;h  td~s us in 
tenm of the hame space if a representation is ex~ren~. This th rum is one 
of the main tools used in th,_.3"~ artide. 
If A ~ M +(P) is- a w~W~ "--"- tw,,~ en~es horn F) of ra~ k, we 
asso¢~te to A a fan~y of representations defined as ~ollows. Factor the 
matrix A whose entries are complex conjugate to the corresponding e~tr~es of 
A in the |¢~rm A = D 'D ,  where D is a k × n matrix with entries in F. 
Define a k~l~ne~onal represe~on ~> by 
where 
° I 1 oj 
o 
EF  n. 
with I in the i th place. Then A = A~. 
T~: :  ~ 3.1. Let Y be a k . d i ~ l  : ~e.sen~at~r~ o f  P, and 
A, 
henng~an marx  $ ~ F kx~ which ~ not a scant  mulgple o f  f such t~t  
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/;' ffi C, then 
F, -  {w ~ c~×%w- o}. 
i f  Ar is ex~emai and F ffi R, then 
To see that the second statement of the theorem is indeed the converse to 
tb, e ~ statement, observe that the orthogonal complement of the trace zero 
maLrices with respect o the Frobenins inner product ~ the ~t  of matrices 
which are ~"  multiples of L A ~ ~emmk applie~ to the orthogonal 
o.~rnp|ement of the real symmetric zero trace matrices. 
Proof. Suppose A r is not extrema!, so there is B ~ M +(P) such that 
B ~< Ar  and B is not a scalar multiple of At. Put ldffid rank B; consequently 
them is an 1-dimensional representation X such that B = A x. Define the 
~dne, ar ~..ndo..~..a~or_, L :C  ~ ~C I by LY(i)ffi X(i), i ff i l ,...,n. L is well 
defined, since for cl,. . . ,c . ~C we have [where xi ffi X(i), Yi ffi Y(i)] 
II( )11 !! e-1  ~-1  i , j  
ffi (AxC, C ) ~ (Arc,  c) - Ec,~.j(y,, Yj) 
i.j 
n Ii ffi ~c~ 
i - - l  
Consider t~e mat~ L*L. If (i, j),~ E(k~), then 
y ° / Tv / ' .  tr( L*LY( i ) .  (j )*) ffi \ ~,. , ,) ,  LY( j  )) ffi ( X( i), X( j )}  = 0 
since Ax ~ M + (P). So L*L is orthogona] to F r. On the other hand L*L 
not a seahr m~ltip!¢ o~ I (if it were, L*L - d ,  then 
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so B = cA~, which con~cts  the choice of B). This proves the first 
statement. 
Assume now F ffi C, and assume that 11 is orthogonal to Fr, where R is a 
k x k complex ma~,~t which is not a scalar multiple of L Because of (3.~) R* 
is orthogona] t~, Fr,  ~-3 hence che hermitiaa ma~;ces R + R* and ( I /~XR - 
~')=-" ~ or~hogonal m Ft. At !e~ast one of chose matrices, call it Q, is not a 
scalar multi~e of I. 
Choosing real a, b appropriately we can arrange 0 < (Q + a l ) /b  << I. 
assume 0 .<< Q < !. Define 
(3 .3 )  
and let s =(bu)~,~.z, c=(%)~, .~. Then O~Q~ ~p~ that B and C 
are positive senn'definite. Next, if ~(~, j) e E(F), 
bq = {QY(i), Y( j ) )  : tr[QY(i)Y(j)*] = o, 
and analogously c t = 0. Hence B, C ~ M + (P). It is clear also that Ar = B + t 
C. I[ B were a scalar multiple of At,  say B ffi aAy, then 
= for l< i , j<n ,  
and since Y(1),. " :  " C k, ..... "~ .., s ta p ~# we wumu obtain Q = aI, a contradiction 
with the choice of Q. So Ar is not extremai. 
Finally, - ~assume F = R, and let R be orch~o-,~l to Fy for some 
svmmetrix k × k matrix B which is not a multiple d L Choose a, b real such 
that 
R +al 
O< <1, 
b 
and define B, C by the w~'~ ~.3) ~ch Q reph~-~ by R, Then ~or 
(~, j ) e~ E( P ) we have 
Now we ~ ~ ¥ Lhe ~ F = C to show Chat A~ is not external. 
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COaOLL~Y 3.2. L~ Y and A~ be ~ in Theorem 3.1. I f  F = 11, then A¢ 
is e~em~l i f  and only i f  the ~eal d i ~  of F~ is (k ~ + k -  2)/2. i f  
F--C, then A g is 6~r~r~l "~f and only ~f t~ complex dimension of Fy is 
k~- i .  
We can Coro~ry 3.2 the d i ~  theorem became it counts the 
dimension d the hmne space. 
The fo~owmg notion of the order of a graph is basic in our framework. A 
graph P is said to have order k if very ex~remal matrix in M+(P) has rank 
k and there is an extremal in M+(P) of rank ~ to k. Equivalently, 
every matrix in M+(P) is a linear combination with positive coefficients of 
matrices of rank ~ k ~, M + (P), but not every matrix in M + (P) is a linear 
combLnation with positive coefficients d matrices d rank < k in M +(P). 
The equivalence of these two de "hnitions follows from the IOein-Milman 
theorem (~f. the remark after the proof d Theorem 2.2). 
As a first application of Corollary ~,2 we give two examples:; in the first 
example we exh/bit an extremal rank ,~ ma~ ~or the graph 4LP; the second 
is an example of a graph where orders with respect to R and C are different. 
~ u g  I. Let P be the 6.1cop; so 
v(P)  = E(P)= (3,4),(4, i)}. 
Consider the representation Y d P detned by 
,<=>-[:] 
A calc~.daUon shows that dhnFy -- 3 (over the complex numbers) and dimF~ 
== 2 (over the re~). ~ Cordh~ 3.2 shows that Y is extremal for both real 
and comp|ex c~.  The corresponding e~remal rank 2 matrix A in M ÷ (P) is 
1 2 1 0 
0 1 1 - I  " 
1 0 - I  2 
~ ~  2. Consider the bipartite graph P with 5 vertices { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 
and such that (t, j) is an edge in P if and only ff one d inclces i and j 
belo~gs to l~e ~t  ~I,2,3} aud the other index belongs to the set {4,5~. Let 
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¥o be a 3-dimemionrd epresentation f P (over C) defined by 
Yo(4)  = , Yo(S)= ~ . 
-1 -~ 
A calculation shows that dimFyo = 8, m A Yo is extremal by Corollary 3.2, and 
hence P is of order a~ lea~t 3 (over C). The o~er of P ca~ot be bigger ~-~ 
3 in view of the same Corollary 3.2, because the complemented graph P~ has 
only 4 edges and hence ~mF~ ~ 8 for any comp|e~ representation Y of P. 
On the other hand, the order of P over R is 2. Indeed, for any real 
representation Y of P we have dimF~ ~< 4 (because P~ 'has only 4 edges). 
Consequently for Y to be extremal we need, by Coroila~ 3.2, that the 
dimens/on k of Y satisfies the inequality 
This happem only for k = 1,2. So ~e order of P over R can be only I or 2. it 
is easy to find an extrernal 2<limemional representation Yt of P (over R), for 
e~Hip|e: 
Y~(3) =o, 
So the order of P over B is 2o A~o ~e order could not be 1, since the graph is 
not cho~.  
We shah need (-;n S~tion 6) another version of the dimension theorem 
which takes into account the order ~f a given graph. 
Let P be a graph. A hmction Y: V(P) -~ F k ~ be ca~ed weak k~imen- 
~l  r~e~~ of P ~ {Y(i),Y(j))=0 for any pa~ i, j ~ v~P) such 
that (i, ~)~ E(P) (thus, in contrast with the de~ition of ~ ~-~aensiona] 
representation, w¢<io not ~equir¢ ]te~ tl~at Y(~), i E V(P), span F~). Given 
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Y, a real (i.e. F ffi ]1) weak k-~i~ension~ representation f a graph P, define 
For a comp|ex weak k-dimensional representation Y let 
By (F~) ± ~" ~d (Fy)" ÷ we denote the sets of all positive semidefinite 
hermitian matrices in (F~)" and (Fy) ", respectively. Clearly, (F~) ± + and 
(Fy)'L + are closed cones. 
T~mo~ 3.3. Let ¥ be a weak k -d imen~l  representation fa graph 
P o f  on~ I. Then (F~) .L + ( in case F ffi ]g) or (Fy) .L ÷ ( in case F ffi C) are 
generated o~ cones be ~h~r deme~ of rank a~ ~ost 1. 
Pwof. We will locus on the real case; the complex case is handled 
simihrly. 
The first step in the proof is to show that we may assume that Y is a 
representation of P. If not, let { 1,..., n) -- V(P) emd Ic~ M be the orthogonal 
complement of {Y(OI i~V(P)}  in R ~. Fick Z~,...,L, m spanning M, ~,~d 
define Yx: {1, . . . ,n  +m} --~ ]g~ by ¥~(i) ffi Y(~) for i -  1,..., n and Y(n + j )  
ffi Z~, j ffi I , . . . ,  m. Ddtne a graph Px on ve~ces {I,..., n + m } by requiting 
that for ~, ~ ~ n, (~, ~) ~ ~:(P~) if ~-~d only if (~, ])  ~ E(P), and for ~ > n ~o 
> n, (i, ~) ~ E(PI). T~m E(P~) - E(P c). This i~p]ies that Yt is a repre- 
sentation of Pt and that 
F; -- Spa-{ j) e E(P°)} 
Civen W ~ (F;).L +, we wish to v,~te W--Z~.~W,. where W~ E (F~,) ± + 
~nce W ~ (F~,)*, we have 
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for (~, ] )  ~ Z(P~), and hence 
As the order of P is l, we can write TV~ = E,.~ tC,, w~e~ C, ~ M + (P) s~d 
• mink C, ~ !~. For ~_~eh ~, we . :~ find a P~ensional  n~pr~ntatio~ y ~eh 
that C ~l (Yg iLYg i~\~" . . . .  here a ~ the_ rank of C~. Leg ~ ~'~/~ 
define, for each ~, a line~ map L,:R* ~ B a,, where ~ ffi rank "~', by L,~Y~O 
= ¥,(i). L,  is well dd4ned, since 
n n Wyf((BY(i),eY(j))),.~., ~C ---- ( (y ( ; ) ,  ¥~(j))),.,,. r
NOW VC~y P 
P 
, ' - ' I  
P P 
, . ) )~  
mid we conclude, sLuee B k = $~-~u{Y(i)[i ~ V(P)}, that Wffi E,..IBL,LpB.r t 
(~, j) e E(p ~) then 
)) = (Y.(i). Y,(j )) = o. 
since Y~ is a representa~on f P; moreover, ank r RL~L,B ~ rank L, ffi r~  C~ 
~< L The theorem is proved, m 
4o k-BLOCKS 
We shall deserfl~e graphs of order k in terms of k-b|oeks. To this end it 
convenient to ~x~uce  ~c  ~ order ~<.: 6n the set of graphs as fonows: 
~e refaces of P together ~oLh ~ ad~o~g edges. 
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Tm~,--~r~n 4.1. 
aveiy~ then k' <~ k. 
! f  P' ~ o P and P and P' are of  or&~rs k and k', respec- 
Proof. We prove the theorem for F = B (for F = C the proof is anaio- 
goes). 
Let A' be extrernal in M+(P3 of rank k'. Define A ~ M+(P) by 
~mb~ld~g A' in M+(P) and extending by zeros. It is easy to see that if 
A'---A r, ~or some k'-dimensional representation Y' of P', then A = Az, 
where Y is the k'-dimensional representation of P gi,-en by 
,: e v(e'), 
o, v ( r ) \v (e ' ) .  
Then obviously 
k '~ + k ' -  2 
So by Corollary 3.2, A r is extremal in M +(P), mad hence rank A r ~< k. 
However 
rank At, = rm~k Av. 
So rank A ~ k, arid the theorem follows. 
One em~ ~ verify ~e e:arem~ty of A m M +(P) directly (without 
appe~ing to Corollary 3.~). To this end observe that any B ~ M+(P) mob 
that B ~ A m~t hav~ ze~ m every eo l~n and row whose intersection 
w~th the m~, d~or~ eo~e~ad~ to a v~a~ in V( P )\V( P '). We oz,dt fi:e 
For & ~ 1,2,... a ~~ P (~ in S~tio.n !) ~ ~ l l~  a k-bbck ii e is of 
o~der & and for any ~a~ P' and P' ~ P and P' ~ P the order of P' is less 
t l~  k. 
T~~ 4.2. If P ~ order k, then there ~ a k-b/ock Q with Q ~<o e. 
P~fo For the ~t  ~tement d~e Q to ~ a ~ (in the seine of 
<0, ) ~ph w~a~ has or~r k and is c~t~i  (~ the sea~ of ~, ) ia P. 
The nd ~ a t  ~d~ ~m ~eorem 4.1. 
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It is clear from Theorem 4.2 that the order d P eo~nddes with 
This statement allows one to describe, at least in principle, all graphs d order 
k provided one knows the lists ~f l-blocks for all 1. The lists d all l-bloc~o 
2-blocks, and 3-blocks will be provided later in this paper. 
T~mor~ 4.3. Let P he a k-block. Then the number of  vertices in P is at 
most k 9 + k - 2 ( i f  F ffi R) and at most 2(k ~-  !) ( i f  F tiC). 
Proof. Consider ~e real case. Let A ~ M+(P) be irreducible d rank k, 
and let Y be a k-dimensional representation f A such that A ffi A r. Then 
k2+k-2  ad 
2 
8 • 8 • 
I~t lr(fi)®Y(h),...,Y(i,,)®Y(~,,) be a bas~ in F~. We Chow that 
r(i:), Y(j:),. . . ,  Y((_.), Y(i.._.) ~ B k. Indeed, I¢~ X ~ R k be such that 
r(:,) ~x = Y(¢,)"x = o (4.~) 
for p ffi 1,..., m. Fix Po, and let 
Q =~ r(i~o)X" + xr(~,o) ~. 
As Q i~ ~ ~yatmetrie marx  d zero trace,, by Theoren 3.! ~t ,~ ~ ~.~ 
¢omb~m~on d the basis in F~: 
Er 
rank Q--- ~ v',_" J ~< I. 
m~ that Q is extremal. It fo~dows that the vector x is collinear to 
Y(~po) (we use here Y(S~o) ~ 0). Now X = 0 in view of (4.1). 
Let P'ffi (ix, jt , . . . , i~, j~), and define the k-dimensional representation 
Y' on P'  by ~~g Y'(~)= Y(i), i ~ V~.P'). By Corollary 3.9. A~. is extremal 
in M+(P'). As Y(ip), Y(jp), ~ = 1,..., m, _span R ~, the =~xtk of A r, is k. This 
contradicts the definition of P as a k-block unless the vertices i t, jr,..., ira, ]m 
e.~_hat~st V(P). So 2m is the maximal number of vertices in P. 
In the complex ease the proof is analogous, m 
CoBox.tauxY 4.4. For evenj k the. numbe'~, of k-blocks is finite. 
As the complement to (2uq,2u~,2u~,2u~,2ua) is a 3-bloek (see "D~eorem 
8.1) and has i0 vertices, the upper limit prescribed in Theorem 4.3 is act~mlly 
achieved in this case. 
A vertex o ~ V(P) is c~ed iso/ated in P ff for every u ~ V(P) we have 
(u, v) 
THEO~ 4.5. Let P be. a k..b,,ack. Then th,.. comp~ted graph pc has 
no isolated ver~es. 
Proof. We prove t],~ for the real ease oI'~y. ,~_~mme the contrary, and let 
o o ~ V(P) be an isolated vertex in pc. Let Y be a k-dimensional representa- 
tion of P such "that A y is extremal in M+(P)0 As _% is isokated, there is a 
g J ~  
m 
m 
kg~+k-2  
i~ F~ " " " , ~d  v o ¢ { sl, h, ie, j~,..., i=, j= }. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, one 
shows that Y(ix), 'Y(j l), . . . ,Y(i~),Y(j~) span R k. So by restricting Y to 
V(P) \{  v o } one has a k-dimensional representation Y' of the graph P(V(P)\  
{ v o }). Coro~ 3.2 shows that Ar  ~ e~emal  of rank k, which con~ctz  
the choice of P as a ~,-~|~k° [] 
The ~ens ion  theorem ~ows us to obtain an upper bo~d for Lhe order 
o~ P ~ ~oHows. 
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T~o~a~ 4.6. 
the.~.. 
in the ~al case, a,.~ 
in the complex case,. 
i l k  is the, order o f f ,  ard m is the, number of edge, s in P~, 
Proof. Assume F = 11. Let A ~ M +(P) be extremsl of rank k. Then 
A A r for some k-dimensional representation Y, and by Co~o~-y ~" 
kg+k-2  
However, obviously 
an6 (4.2) follows. In the eese F = C the proof is eJmalogous by using 
dimlF r = k* -  1, ~Fr  ~< 9-m. [] 
We describe one more construction whieh is useful in ealeda~g o~er of 
~apb~. 
t..e~t P ~ ~ ~'aph~ and_ |.et t, ~_ V(P). Denote by NE(v) the set of 
__ _~ ~ ~. ~._~-*~, ~ * ,~--~ ~u. ,~.a tA  u.Jum.~. ~.w,  ~/  ~ .h .~. . . .  j~  - 
of two disjoint (not necessarily nor~-ernp~) sets E~ and E~.. ~t  P be th~ 
~m'~ph ~_.~. t_h~t ~.~ ~v|e~ent/~' :  is obtained from/'* by re~h~eing ~by' 
two different vertiees ~,_, ~ ~na by ~equi~ tl~t (% u) ~ E(P~) ff ~ o~y 
if u ~ E~, ~ = I,~ [for the v~ees  ~,  u~ ~ V(P~)\{ ~:: ~)  we. ~ t~ 
~L~.  Let 
3 
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an~d lpr . = [ 1}- Then NE(o) = {3, 4}. T~e Ei = {3},  - {4 ). we  bare 
. , ,~3  
vx 3 
e- - - - - - - -e  
pC ~ @2 
t~ 4 
4 3 
Tm~om~M 4.7. I f  P L~ gotten from P as above, then order P ~< orderP. 
Proof. Let A~- " '+-  M ( f )  be extremal d raP& k. Then A = A y for some 
k-dimensional representation Y of P. By Coro'lhry 3.2, dimF~ ffi (k*'+ k -  
2) /2 (F ffi R) or d~imF r ffi k 9 -  1 (F •C). Define the k-dimensional repre- 
sentaUon Y of P by putting l?(u) -- 1"(u) ff u ~ o and 17(v,) = 17(v9) = Y(v): 
The construction of P ensures that 17 is indeed a representation, and that 
F~c ffi F~, (F ffi R) or Fg ffi F r (F ffi C). By the same Corollary 3.2, A ~ is an 
extremal element of M+(P), so rank A¢ < order P. However, permuting ff 
necessary rows and colurnn~ in A? in such a way that v 1 and v 2 are the ~t~ 
~ad second vertex respectivdy, we have (here we identify V(/~) w/~ 
n)) 
1 -1  
0 1 0 
D 
@ 
e 
0 1. 
A~ 
i 
1 0 
- ]  ! 
0 
@ 
@ 
Q 
r "  A 
I ° [. o 
so ra~ A y = rank  A~ ~< order" ?. m 
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5. k~SUPE~LOCKS 
in this see~ion we intmdu~, and study a s~qa] class of k-blocks which 
we call k-superblodcs. In a certain sense (which win be made pr~ in this 
section) a k-sul~rblock is a k-b!oek ~.'~h as many edges as ~ssible. The 
notion of k-mperbloeks win be used in subsequent sectiom. 
Intrc~u~ the ~ order ~<~ on the set of graphs: P' ~<~ P if V(P')= 
v(e)  and c 
TsEoezu 5.1. Assume F ffi R, and/a  P be a k-b/ock. Then ther_.e is a 
k-block p such that t' g,,p and Qo has precisd~ o edges, where o-  
( t , -  + g)/g. 
Proof. As the order of P is k, there is a k-dimensional extren~ 
represen~tion Y of P. By CorolhW ,,.~, ~ '  dimF~ ffi e. Choose a basis Y(it) 
¥(]~),...,Y(i0)®¥($0) in F~ where (i~,]t),...~(i~,/~) are not necessarily 
distinct edges in PC. Let Q be the graph defined by the property that 
. ~,, ..,(:0, ~0) axe ~ the edges in Q~. Obviously, 
P ~<,Q. On the other hand, Y is also a k-dimemion~ presentation f Q (@, 
the proof of Theorem 4.3), and by Corollary 302 Ar is extremal as an element 
d M + (Q). So the order of Q is at ~_st k. On the other hand, by Theorem 
4.6 the order of Q does not exeeed 
.... 1+¢8o+,3 
=k. 
Hence the order Q is precisely k. 
It remains to show that Q is z k-b|oeko By Theorem 4~I it is s~eient  o 
show that by removing any one vertex v ih ~ t~e~er  v~th the adjacent 
~,lg e. ,,,,,, ,,h~°;,,~ a ~o~_ph O' of order less thaa k. If ~c , .~ + .~-~,~ . . . . . .  - . . . .  ~ . . . .  , .  ~.e  I~ i S  no~ 
isolated in QC, by Theorem 4.6 (taking into account the already proved part 
of Theorem 5.1) the order of Q' is l~  ~ k. On the other hand, if v is 
~-'~,,~,ed in QC (in other words, if v d~.s not belong to the set 
(il, ~l,.'., i~, ~0)), then by considering the graph P(V(P)\,{ ~: }) ~_n~ obt~",~ - 
contradiction v~th ~ being ~ k-b|od~ (d. the proo~ of Theorem 4.5). 
T., ~e ..... ~--- ~o,, h~.ve ,--h, ~e fono.-~g ~a]  re~It. 
T~o~ 5.2. A~me F--C, and ~ P be a ~ph of order k. 
there ~ a ~mh O of ~ at ~t  k such that P ~<.0 and 0 c has not more 
~obk~c~ and either ~ < ~ or k -  3 and 0 ~ has pre~el~ 4 edges, then Q is a 
k-block as ~. .  
H~re Ix] ~~ for the integer part d z. 
"Fne pr~_f of Theo~m 5.~ is based on the following :~r  edgeora fact, 
which is per]~ps independently interesting. 
]~oposmoN 5.3. Le~ A- .... , A~ be n × n complex maer~es (n > 1) 
w~h zero trace and rank < 1. I f  &e linear span (over C) of  A z,..., 
A o, A'~,..., A~ coincide~ with ~k: set of  all n × n complex matrices with zero 
~ace, then one can choose a linead~ independent (over C) set 
~,,"..., A~, A*,...,  A.*,, (1 < i~ < ..-  < ip < o) with 2p ~ n. 
P~Ofo Assume p is max~ai with the property if.at ~ere is a linmdy 
independent set of the form A~,,o .., A~, A~,...,* A~; Without loss of gener- 
ality we can asinine ti~t 
A~,. . . ,Ap,  A~, . . . ,A~ 
merit this set to a basis in the set off matrices w i~ '  i . . . . . . . . . .  zero trace; say 
A~, ' A~, * '* A,* Ap, Ap+l, ~q; ZXq+i , . .  o oo .~ A ~ |~ ~ . .o~,  ~o~,  ~, 
is such a basis. 
Then 
P P q r 
= E + E + + E + E (5.9.) 
for som~ complex numl~ a~, ~, ~, %, 8~. All the coe~cients ~i and 8: 
must be zero [if, say, ~p+2 ~ 0: then the'se{ obtained firom (5.1) by replacing 
A p+~ by A~,+ l is again a basis, a contradiction with the m~amality of p]. 
Write A l -- x~®y~ (I ~< l ~ ~), where x~, Yt ~ C" ~d x~ ± Yr. Multiply (5.2) 
on ~e ng~t by xp+l to obtain 
p 
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so g~+~  Span{xv..., xp, gi,. . . ,  gp). Ts~dng eon~agate tm~~s in 
(5.2) and multiplying on the right by g~,~, we prove that ~_, ,~  
~, +2 ...- Now simihr argument shows ~]PSEI{ Xl,'" ", Xp, Yl,..., YI~ } for j = I~ , ,f. a 
that also gp ~ ~ Span{xv...,x~,~v...,g~} for every j>  r. It follows that 
= (s.3) 
tm me omer nana, 
=c- .  
Indeed, assuming the contrary to (5.4), let z ,/,0 be orth~gona] to 
Span{g, ,go}. Then A jz f f i0~adhen~ -* ' *  • . .  ~ ,~,~ --- 0 fo r  j ffi I . . . , ,~ .  Come-  
quently, for every ~ear  . L.__~.__ eome, uo,  ~ of At,. . . ,  A~, AL . . . ,  A*~ we ~mve 
z*Bz-0, a eontr~.dietion with the fact that the set o~ ell s~ch ]ineez 
eombinatiom eoutaim every n × n nmtrix with zero trm.~. Now e5.3) ~d 
(5,4) imply that ~ ~ ~. [] 
Proof of'lheorem 5.2. Let Y be a k.dimensional extremal representation 
of P. By Corollary 3.2, d imFr f f i kg - l .  Choose a basis Y(il)® 
r (h ) , . . . , Y ( i , )®r(b)  m Fr,  where o fk  2 - 1 and (~, h),...,~o,'" io) are 
(not neeegsarily ;0AsSet) edge~ in pc. In view of P ro~t ion  5,.q we can 
assume that the basis has the form 
where 2p >t k and q ffi o -  p. Let Q ~ ~e graph ' " ' -  ~ _ aenneu by the property 
that (il, jl),...,(iq, jQ) are all the edges in Q~. Then Qc ba  not more than 
Assume now k ~< 3. By Theorem 4.6 the order of Q d~s not exceed 
g +1 <k+~,  
m ~ order oi ~ ~ mec~e]v k. 
Asw~_~e now ~h,t p ~ a k-b|_~k ~d either k ~< 2 or k ffi 3, and QC ]ms 
~, ~-~o. Then we can argue ~ in the real case to show that Q is a 
Assume now F ffi R. A k-block ~th  preei~]v (/¢9. + k - ~)/~ ~d~ge~ ~.~ts 
complement w~ be eared a k-superblock. 
We note the following consequence of Theorem 5.1 and its proof: 
T rmo~ 5.4. A k-block i~ a k-supe~biock if and onig if  it is a maximal 
k-block with r ~  to the partial order ~,.  
It is an intriguing question whether an analogous notion can be found in 
the complex case. 
We need more graph theoretic hJorrnation on mperblocks. 
Trmo~ 5.5. Assume F ffi R, and let Q be a k-superblock. Let S, T be 
disjoint ~ptg  subsets in V( Q ) such thor for eve,.~ s ~- S, t ~ T we have 
(s, t) E(p'). Then 
ISl+ IT! k, (5.5) 
where IX] denotes the, cardinality of the J~n~te se~ X. 
P~of. Let Y be a k-dimensional representation f Q for which Ar is 
c~remal ha M + (Q). Assume that for some S, T (:: V(P) as in the theorem the 
in - - t ) ,  (5.5) is violated, and let vl,. . . ,  c, ~ S, v,+ x, .... , v¢ ~ T be distinct 
vertices uch that p + q >I k + 1. Then 
sp { 
m either 
O~ 
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or beth. S~y 
P 
= E c, e F, 
i - '2  
8 
Then for r ffi p + 1,..., p + q the matrix Y(vx)® F(v,) is a linear combination 
of Y,~ ~,~vtc ~, ~ ffi In partic~dar, the dimension of F~ is ~-~ than 
the number of edges in Q~. As Q is a k-superblock, 
dimF.~ < 
k~+k_2  
9 
However by Corollary 3.9 this contradicts the assumption of ext rern~ 
ofAr.  
6. LOOPS 
As an illustration of the theory deve|oped ~ the earlier sections we 
~amlpuL~'~ -,,~ . . . . . . .  ,,,~,,~'1 . . . .  ~,'1 -~"e ~.~.~.....~°~'~H"~°I ~o~Hnnv....~.~.... on __M + (,_P ~.,. for_ _ mraphs P 
that are loops. Everywhere in t l~  section (unless stated otherwise) it will be 
assmned that F = B. 
Recall that a connected graph P ~ c~ed a/oop ff for every v ~ V(P) 
there are precisely two vertices u 1, u~ diff.~erent from v such that (u t, v) 
E(P) and (u,, ~o) ~. E~I P). A line is a graph P which is go~en __from a loop by 
removing precisely one edge. 
Before we get started we need some notation and a preliminary |emma. if 
P is a graph with vertices { l , . . . ,n}  (Y is representation of P) and 
i o ~ V(P ), define P \ { iÜ } (Y \ { i o } ) to be the induced subgraph of P (weak 
6.1. Le~ P be. a graph of order k, and cb,~o~e Y an e'~ema_! 
k -d i~C.mal  ~,e~'~en~t~n of P. Sn~ose ~here is io ~= V( P ) such that the 
of  P \{  i o } is or~e. The~ the. d i ~  of 
sy.° 
~k-L  
:~  ~ AC~ ~T An 
P~vof. Given P, ~, -~o ~ m me |emma. Let Po ffi P\{ ~o }, ~o ffi Y \{ ~o }. 
An app~cat~on f l~eorem 3.3 ~ establish that the c]hne~l~n of (F~) ± 
at |ea~ ~. Indeed, since Po has order I and Yo is a weak representation f Po, 
(F~o) ~ is generated by its rank one element by Theorem 3.3. Now I ~ (F~o) ~ 
and I has rank k; thin I = ~% ~A~, where rank A~ ffi 1, A~, ~ ~) ' t  + and 
A~ are ]i~e~y independent. Obviom|y, nt >i k. Consequently (F~o) ~ con~s 
]iuearly indendent e~ments and thus has di~emion at least k. 
Now it is clear that the dimension of F~ is at most k(k -  1)/2, So 
2 
which in view of the equality 
I 
2 
(see Coro]]_axy 3.2) impli~ 
H~wever, since Y(j) is orthog~n~] to v,-~ ~op ~|or a11 .i c -~i(P c, io) , we have 
1~So)®I[j) ~mJt  l'~,~o)] ~ k -  i, 
proving the |emma° [] 
We ~ay a graph P is a disjoint union of graphs P~, P = U~=IP ~, if 
~(F) = U~.~¢(P~), and ~ven x ~ V(e~), v ~ V(PJ), we l-~ve (x,v) ~ E(P) 
if ~d  only if i = j m~d (x, y) ~ E(P~). It is e~Jy s~,n ~t  
Thes: 
n I " UP'  -- 
i -1  / ~ffil 
6o2° The order of U~.~P ~ co i~ ~th" t~ maximum of~ 
ofPl0ooo, p~° 
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As a first step towards calct~tion of orders of loops, we establ~h the 
following fact. 
L~~6.3.  LetQbea~u,~thk+2 ~(k>~l ) .  Thenth~on/er 
oyQ ~ I i f k= l., a~ ~ ~than 1 f fk> 1~ 
Proof. The l, emma is corollary of Theorem 2.3. However, we provide a 
more i~dormative ,and constructive proof. 
The case k ffi 1 being tn'.~al, assume k > 1. We iden~Cy V(Q) with 
{ 1,..., k + ~}, and set 
E(Q) ffi { (1 ,2 ) , (2 ,3 ) , . . . , (k  + 1,~ +~) , (k  4 .2 ,1)} .  
Let et , . . . ,e  k be the s~Yandard basis for R k. Define a representation 
X: {1,..., k +2} ~ R t of Q by X(I) = e v X(q)ffieq_~ +% for 1 <q ~,  
x(k  + 1) = e~, 
k 
x(k+~)= E ( -1 ) '~ . .  
Then 
._ ~xk+2 
A~-( (x ( i ) ,  x(,~1), .~.~ 
m 
!" 1 1 0 0 
I 1 2 .! 0 
0 1 ~I 1 
0 0 i 2 
e 
e 
o 
o 
" " 1 0 • • 
m © 
1 g 1 
0 I 1 
• o o ( -1 )  ~ 
-1]  
o 
e 
o 
O • 
O 
We show that A x c~ot  ~ w~,  ~ a sum of rank one m~ces  from 
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_r~note by ~ • x,..., f~+z the s tan~ basis in R ~+a. Let P be the orthogo- 
hal projection onto Span{ f~,. o., f~ + ~ }. Suppose that 
~__--- E A 
~z--I 
where A~ ~ M + (Q) aad m~_k A, - ! ~or ~ = 1,..., t. Let 
~o-- { ~i~'h~ (1, ~ + 9) ~ ~ A~ ~ ~or~o}. 
It i~ not difficult to see that 
0 
-1  
• °°  r~ m 1 
0 . - .  0 0 
0 . . -  0 0 
0 . - -  0 c 
~or some ~_ve  n~bers  ~, c such that ac ~ !. 
Now obse~e ~h~t ~h~ (~ + 1) X (,~ + 1) matrix A, = PAx P is s in~ 
because the . . . . . . .  ~" ~u~ ~a i[~ oven  ~ e __  .ows is ~ to the sum of its odd rows. Let 
x ~ KerA~, x ~ O. Now 
Since P(Ax  - B)P is l~i~ive semide~n~te and a > 0, we must have ( fv  x) 
-0 .  This is a con~e~io~ became 
k+l  
~2 ( - ~-)~i~ ~ ~a~.  [] 
L~~ e.L ~ P be e ~eph of order at ~t  2, and ~ Q be a k-b~k 
~h that Q ~ P a~ k ~ the min i~ l  integer >i 2 for which there ~ a 
k~k ~ ~ i ~  ~ P. ~ Q ~ the ~ ~h ~ + 2 ~~.  
P~f~ The n~~/o f  k ~p] i~ that the order of Q\{ io ) is one for 
each ~ ~ 'V~Q). L~t ¥ be a k~in~cnsiona] e~rem~ revresen~tion ~ O. An 
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app l i~on of Lennna 6.1 ~Id~ 
for each # oe V(Q) and thus ~i(Q',io)i~ k - i .  (By il i we denote the 
eardinality of a set X.) Claim: 
!adi(Q°,io) I- ~-  ; (~.~) 
for every i o ~ V(Q). Suplx~ not; so [adj(Q~, #o)l > k -  1. Let ad|(Q~,~o) = 
{]o, i l , . . . , i ,} ,  where o>_.k-1 and ¥(]o)eSpan{Y(il),...,¥(#°)}. In par- 
ticuiar 
r(io) 6r(So)~ s~{ r(io)i>r(~,)It =:,..., o}. 
Let Qi = Q \{  Jo }, ¥1 = Y \{ Jo }. Obselve that btg~me Q is a k-blodi we 
I I  • 
have Y(i o) @ O, Y(jo) @ O, and consequently Y(i o) ® Y(3o) @ O. Now compute 
dim F~, >_. d~S~{ r(~)~¥(b)l(a, b) e E(Q o) } 
- r(so) r(s)ls So)} - 
(~-,.)(l< +2) (i<.- ~)k 
where in the last but one ine~l i ty we have used Corollary 3.2_- 
Thus 'dim(F-~,)" < k, con~-J ic~g Lenmla 6.1 (or, more precisely, its 
proof) and _~ablishing (6.1). 
Next we show ,h~t IW0)I--- k +2. First, ob~rve t.hat !v(O)l >t k + 
[indeed, by (6.1) the ~ber  of edges in Q° is p r~y (k -  !)iV(Q)V~; on 
the other hand, by Cordhry 3.2 this number is at !e~ (k -  1Xk + 2)/'2]. 
Arguing by con~dic~on, ~Jppose !V(Q)[ = k + 2 + 1, where l > 0. Let 
A,,= I'Y(i)i>Y(s)l(i S) ~ ~v,-,c~.~> 
Since IAr l - - ( t  + ~ ÷ 1Xt -  1)/~ and 
~a~ p~ ~cta~ gT ~.  
among the elements of Ay. For each ~o ~ I,'(Q), let Qo = Q\{  io }, Yo = 
Y ",,,{ i o }. By the argm-n~nt ~ven at the berg  of ~hc pr~f  of !.e*mma 6.i 
we know that 
hence 
d~F '  9. 
As ]E(Qo) ] = (k + ! ) (k -  1)/9_., there are at least 
(~ + t)(~- ~) ~(~- ~) t(~- ~) 
2 2 
independent linear relatiom among the elements of 
dd s 
~Yo = {ro(~)®Yo(j)[(~, ]) ~ E(e,~)}. 
It lollows that the number of independent linear relations in Aro (for any 
choice of ~o) is precisely the number of independent linear relations in At. 
So, ff 
Ea, , (Y ( , , , ) '  • = o, 
P 
is a linear re]a~on in Ay, an the elements Y(i~)~Y(]~) ~ho~d belong to 
every ~et A~o. Howcver~ 
~oev~Q) 
and we are done. 
$~~_~g,  wc have a graph Q wi~h ~ +2 refaces and such that 
~ J~,  ~)i ~ ~ ....... 1 ~or c~ ~.~  ~T¢.,~,~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  D ~m~m.~ tn~hnw ~t  any ~!ch_ ~aph 
~t  be a loop. F~ ~, ~$(Q, i)! -- 2 for e~eh i ~ V(Q), and thus Q U~. 1Q ~, 
where Ql0..°~ Q~ arc ]oo~. Two n ~;o~ c~es can occur: (1) for some i the 
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graph Q~ has at lemL &,~° vertie~; (2) for all ~ the graph Q~ has thr~ 
vertices. The htter case is hnpmsible, became in view of Lemmas 6.3 and 6.~ 
the order of Q is 1, which eo~tnuiiets the choice of Q. In the former ease let 
i o be the index for w'meh Q.o has m ~  number ~ voices, in ~ew of 
Lemma 6.2 the order ~ Q, which is _k_, is ~ to the order of Qeo. But then 
n mtt~t be equal to 1, for otherwise we obtain a eontmdie~on with Q being a 
k..bloek. 
We are prepared now to state and prove the main theorem of this section. 
Tm~.oam~6.5. Let Q be a loop with k + 2 ~(k>~2) .  Yhen Q is a 
k-block, and in particular the, orde~ of Q is k. More.over i f A ~ M + (Q) is an 
i..,~,_~,~b._!e nua~,  then the rank of A is e~ther k or 1. 
Proof. Q has order at least 2 (by Lenmm 6.3). Let I be the minimal 
integer >I 2 for which there is an/-block P s~a that F ~Q (note .... th -*~ in 
v~ew of Theorem 4.2, I is ~~y defined, i.e., inch an bb]oek P exists). By 
~mma 6:4. P ~a the |.~p .~. "..~ ! + ~ ve~e~. But ~ee Q itsel~ is a loop wi~ 
/c . . . . .  4- 9. ,,erti-ees, it must. be that .~ = ..1", and ac~y Q = Po ~ proves the first 
part o~ the theorem. 
To prove the second part it will m~ce to ~,~a t~e -,,",-,-~.s;^ n""~"" ,~..,,i~.~...~ 
Y ~ a ~ens iona l  representation of Q with 2 ~< p ~< k-  1, then Y m not 
ex~m~.  
We identify V(Q) ~qth { 1,..., k + 2} and 
E(Q) = + a,e 
~ e  first Y(i) ~ 0 for ~ i ~ V(Q). As Y is a representation -" 
Y(~-_ .. . _l) ~ (S~__n6Y(!)~ _ oo.~Y(/~- l))~ .. cR ~. S/nee Y(k +1)~ 0, there ex~'ts 
Let ] min{i]c,~O}, and write Y ( j )=( -~ '-- w,~-x ..w,~ Consider 
-1  k-~ 
(Y (y -  r (y ) ) -  - - -  - -  1), = u ,  CA ~'°"" 
~ee (Y(y - I)~ Y(~)) = o ~or i ~ ~ j - ~, y - I, y ). If there e~ts  an i ~eh 
that Ir(i - I) = 0, then (Ir(~ - 1), Y(0)  = 0. Th~ in ~y  ~e we may ~~e,  
a graph ~mor~~,  t~t  (Y(k +2)° Y(])> =0.. Let Qx be the ~raph 
~ JIM AGLF~ gr  AL. 
W.UL ~-  - 
Lemrna 6.4 the order of Q~ is one. SLice r~ Ar >I 2, Ay, and hence Y, is 
COROLLARY 0.~. A ~h P has o~ ~ ~f arid o!rd~/if thol~e t8 ~ 
Q with a~/eas/four ~e,s  such that Q ~<~, P.
For the "only if" part combine Theorems 6.5 and 4.2. The "if" part 
follows from Lemn-~a 0.4. 
7. DESCRIFHON OF ALL 1-BLOCKS AND 2-BLOCKS 
~t is dear from the ~"  "~-- ~-~ "~- --~-- uenmuuu matm~ um~ o~ any" ~-'aph (with nonempty 
set of vertices) is at least one. So the only Lb|ock (in bot~ the real and the 
. . . .  _ v~y one v~lt~t. 
.~  R '~g~J~K~LVA el e,J i ,  e 
4ta,. 
.'~,,e ,,,,,t., O~bL,.,c~, ¢ ~,,, ~ , .  the real ard com:p__lex_ c~es) 
P.~vof. Con~der the ~ case first. By Theorems 5.5 and 4°3 the comple- 
me.~ to a ~uperb]ock has degree i and at most 4 vertices. So the oniy 
canc~date for a ~perb]ock is4Lp. As the complement to4LP iS (2L~,2L~), it
is easily seen t~t  4LP is indeed a 2-superblock (a 2<fimensiona] extremal 
rep~sentat~on Y for 4L~ ~S ~ven in Example 1, Seetion 3). .~ any 2-~!.~k is 
obtained from a 2-mperb|ock by removing some edges, a 2 -b]~ must have 4 
vert~cvs. The proof ~ be finished ff we show that the degree of every vertex 
in the complement P~ to a S-block P is I. 
Suppose not, and let o x ~ V(P~) be of degree >I ~ in Pc. Let Y be an 
e___~_.m~] ens iona~ re.vrese~o~ of P. Without lo.~ of generality we cap. 
as~o 
Lpt v2, v 3 ~ ~o di f i~nt  vertices in P~ connected to v~ by ~. edge in P~. 
vertex of P. It is e~y ~n tl~t for every ~ge (c~, vj) in ~"~ the top ]e~t 
entry of Y(v~)~Y(v~) is zero, which in view o~ Corolla, 3.~ ~ntradict~ the 
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Consider now the complex csse. Let P be a ~b|ock. By Theorem 5.9. 
there is a ~b]oe~ Q with not more than 9. edges in the complement Q~ and 
such that P <eQ. Actu~y, in view of CoroiJa~ 3.9- the number of edges in 
Q~ is pmc~aeiy 2. Now we can argue as in the real case to show that P must 
be~.  [] 
8. DESCRIPTION OF ALL  3..BIX)CKS (TttE REAL CASE) 
in this section it wi~ be assumed t~at F = R. 
We describe all 3-superbloc~ first. 
~~ (up to the natu~d graph L_ .~~, )  to one of &e fo~dow~r,g 10 
g~@hs: 
(4~,3LN); (4~,2LN,9.U~); (3~,3~,0-,,,'t 
(3LN,9.LW,2L~, _9.~); (~ ,  2L~, ~,~,~,~) .  
The graphs P whose complements appeaz in the list (8.1) are prectse|y 
the graphs with the |o]lowing properties: P has at most 10 vertices; P~ has 
precisely 5 edges and no isolated vertices; for any d~oint nonempty sc~ 
S, T c= V(P) such that (s, t )  e E(P c) for every s e S, t e T ":-.'c I,,~,.,c ISI+ ITI 
< 3 (recall that IX[ stands for the cardinality of the ~_ite set X). In 
particular, the last property_ implies that the degree of any vertex v in P~ (i.e. 
the number of distinct vertices in PC, not counting o itself, to whic.h v ;~ 
connected by an edge in pc) does not ~xc, e~. 9.. We my a graph G has 
degree ~< l if each vertex in G has degree ~ ~. 
Altenmtively, the set ~ I~ of ~~ ,,~n ~. d_~_c~r] ~_~ ~.~|v  the. 
loops ~h ~;~, ~ ~ ~  of ~ and of ~ .  (As ~,  a tree is a g~ph 
• t '~ ~~ ~ ~'~ p~.~ L~ a~ve. This proves the "o~y L~" part. 
It zem~i~ to show ~ ~~y an o~ the ~aphs the ~mp]ements of
w~ch ap~ in 18.1) ~e ~~]~.  To t :~ end it v~ su~i~ to show 
that ~ of -these -~'" ....,,,., grap~.~ ~-"  ~ 3 (they cannot have order ~er  than 
3 by Coro~ 3.~). Observe that the graphs in (8.1) are gotten f~ro~ .5~p ~d 
,.-,:.~,.~_ .~. "by consec~'dve a.vplicat~on of the procedure de.~d~_ in Tneozem 
4,7, so_ in view of this theorem we have to ved~ only that the comp|~ments of 
5LP and of (3za,,3u~) have order >i 3. An e~em~ ~.,i~,nen..~-'one, i ~ repr,~..~n~- 
tion I" of the graph P~ whose complement is 5u, [so V(P)= {1,...,5}; 
E(Pf)--  {(1,9),($,3),(3,4),(4,5),(5,1)}] is given by 
r (~)= , r ( s )  = , r (~)  = , 
[0~ 
Such a mp__m~__ntation of the graph Ps whose complement is given by 
(3LP, 3LN) [we assume V(Ps) ffi {1,..., 6}; E(Ps ~) ffi 
{(I,S),($,3),(3,1),(4,5),(5,6)}] b given by 
r ' , l  rn l  rol J 
iii I; J 
[:] !'! I r (4 ) -  , ~(5) -  - 1 ,  Y(e)-- 1_ I [] 
; ! .  L ~J L - i j  
(s.9.) 
T~,~.~,H 8.2. A ~rap~ P ~s a 3.bk~ck if  anJ only i f  either it is a 
3-se~p~b!ock (i.e., P~" ~ equal to one of the graphs ;r~ the lest (8.1)) or P ~ ~s 
eq~t  to one of the, foik~gng si~ g~ap~: 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 8.2. It w~ be 
done in parts. 
We s~ with 3-b|oeks wh__os~ mvlemcnts ~,,-~ "~ ' -~ I o 
T~ueo~ 8.3. / .~ P be a 3..b~k ;inch that the ~ o f~ ~ in 
P':/s at most 2. Then P': @ ~t /w one o,f the .... ~,,.:-~!~ ,'r,...._,l"~ ...,',- ~ .  of_ ~.p__ n~ 
(3LP,3UP). 
C~..~sd~, ifP~ ~s one oftl~ g~ph~ (8.1), or 6L~, o~ (3L~,3~), then P 
a 3-bb~ck. 
~-'~--L _~_e co~p!e~e~ of ~ is a 3~b|oek by Theorem 6.1, while the 
complements of (8.1) are 3.mperblock~ and hence 3-b|o-As. The order of 
(3~,3L~) canno~ be mo~ ~h~__ 3 by Comna~ 3.2, while by the same 
corollary any graph ~<~-contained in (3~P,3LP) has order at most 2. On the 
other hand, (8.2) is ~_u extremal representation of the graph Po, whose 
complement is (3LP,3LP)---we ass~ne here that 
v(Po)- 
and 
e(eo ) = 
5o md~d Po is a ~|oc~.  
Our vmof is o ~ ~  accovcling to t~e size of loo~ which can oc~a~- in
PC. W6 a[t~aately e'=am_.':."~te (most) larger loops from consideration. 
Let now P be a ~'~!~k ~,~h that the ~ of P~ is at most 2, and let 
X ~<v pc be a loop with maximal number of vex~ices q. Since ~e degree of pc 
is at most 2, X ~ ~ c~jo~t part of P~. 
Now Theorem 6.1 implies that q ~ 8 and pc is 6x~ or 5LP ~ q = 6 or 
q- -5 ,  rmpectiveIy. The case q ffi 4 ~nnot occur, h~dee~, ~ g  the 
_ 
~onaL Say Y(1) is ~ ~ul~p|e of Y(3). Th~ by ~emoV~g the ve~e~ 1 
~h the adjoin~ edges l~oxn P we ob~ ~ ~~ ~ ~;~ ~ ~"  P @~ 
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As~-~u-ne ow" q-  3. ~ the number of loops with 3 vertices which are 
~<o _-conta~ed ha P~ is at least two, the~l 7 ~ ,amt ~ (3~,3".a,). So assume 
that f '  <~ cont-ahas prec~ely one loop ,v!th 3 vertices. Then (ta~5_ug into 
a~eeov_~.t the f~t  th_~ P~ must have at least 5 edges and at most i0 vertices), 
all the possibilities [or P~ are listed below: 
(3LP,7L~); (3U ' ,5~,2~) ;  (3LP,4u~,Zu~); (3~,3~,3~,2~) ;  
(3ta,,Sta~); (3u,,3ta%2t~); (3w,4ta~). 
However, a comparison with the list of ~perblocks (8J)  dhows that 
each one of the~ ~m-a~  produce the complement toa 3-supefblock after 
xemoving some (possible none) of the vertices with the ad|acent edges. 
It remains to consider the case when P~ is a forest (i.e. disjoint union of 
trees). Let s be the number of trees in pc, and iet m t >I ---  >i m s be the 
number of ve~ces  fin the~e trees. Then we have m~ + . - .  + m, ~< 10, m, ~ 2, 
ro t+ . . .  +ms-s>~5.  Let p fm t+ --- +ms-s -5 .  If p-0 ,  then P i sa  
3-superbloek and we are done. 
Otherwise, let ~ be the biggest index such that m~ > 2, and put m' = m,, 
- Y'~= tm~-  s -  5 > 0, repeat this procedure, r~] ;  m~ m~- l .  If sV.il p ' f f i  ' ' 
and so on. ~, , ,~ .L~,  ~ ob~':n a s,.,~--*,-.mn..~ - , "  ~-.- .  ~ m,, ~ch that 
~' "< 2, m~' + - . -  + m~' -  s ffi 5. The forest X d de- rek' + ---  + m  < 10, m, 
gree ~ consisting of s trees with " " m~,..., m~ the number of vertices in these 
trees is a complement to a ~mperblock Q. The above procedure shows that 
Q <,, P, Q ~ P, so P emmet be a 3-block. [] 
To consider the more complicated case when the complement to a 3-block 
has degree 3 we need ~evend |ernm~s. 
LB~ 8.4. Let P be a 3-bk~ck, and ~ v,_ e V(P) be of  degree >i 3 in 
~.~.e complement pc  I f  u e V(P) ~ connected to ~ ~ b~ an e &e in P', then 
~w~ e~ of  u ~ >i $. 
f~vof. Let vs,..., % be an the distinct ve~ces in V(P)\ { vl } which are 
connected to o I by an edg~ fin pc so p >I 4. 
Let Y be a ~nensions] e~m~ ~presenta~on of P. Then ¥(v) ~ 0 for 
every v ~ V~ P) (o the~ o~e ~o'dd remove v and the adja~'ent edges from 
P~ and Y would s~d]] be a ~¢ns iona]  extrem~ rep~ese~tstion of the 
re~~g ~aph~ ~ contradiction ~th  P be~g a ~b]ock). Without ]o~ o~ 
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gener~J_~ we shall ass-ome that 
[i] 
Clearly, 
Arguing by contradiction, assume, for instance, that degree ~9. ffi 1. If 
Y(%) is a linear combination of Y(v~), 3 <~ j ~ p, then the graph obtame~ 
from r by ' -" ' . . - , . ; . - , , ,  °"~ ~c oa~o.,.,,, _~._~ a~, ,aavv  a .u~,  ~9.  . . . .  ~ ,  ,..,~,~. -,-, --.,---.-, ~-~,~ ~ -"'~-" 3, a contradiction 
.with P being a 3-block. Hence Y(v,), 3 ~ j ~ p, a_~ ~ co b]]inear, i f  one of th 
(3 ~< j ~< p), say ~,  has also degree 1, then a ~ argument shows that 
Y(oo), ¥(o~),..., ¥(op) are also all eollinear, and hence by removing ~, from 
P one ge~ a graph of order 3, a contradiction again. So degree W >~ 2 for 
j = 3,4,..°: ,..A~ Y(oa),...,Y(vp) are all collinear, there is no edge in PC 
between the vertices v~,..., v,. 
Consider the sets 
j :3 .  .... ,p. 
From the pre~ding disomion it follows that 
(adjo ) n ( ) : { 
p 
j -3  
J~ jo 
then one could remove v~ from P ~thout changing the order of P, v/~ch 
° 0 
contm~cts P being a 3-b~ock, So for ~very j (3 ~< j ~< p) there ~ u j ~ adj o~ 
~ch t~t  u j is not coaaected to any c z (3 ~< l ~< p, l ~ j)  in pc. Clearly, 
u3,..., up are c~et  ~.P.d o not belong to the ~t  { v 1, o~,..., o~, }. 
ob~cd ~c~m P by removing ~ vertices except up %, o l, o z, u ! is 5x~P, 
~o lIM AGz~z~ gr At,. 
which is a 3-superblock, and in particular ~ order 3. This contradicts P
being a 3-b|ock. So there are no edges between Us,..., %. 
Next, we verify, that de r~ee u~ = I, ~ = 3,..., p. Assume not; say, (%, w) 
E(PC.) for some o,_, ~ { or . . . ,  o~, us,..., up }. Consider ~,o cases. 
Case 1: (°3, w) ~ E(P~). If ( re  w) ~ E(P~), then by removing at] 
vertices except for { o 1, v~, u s, w, o4 } we obtain 5xa,, which is a mperbloek: 
conu~liction, if (0 4, w)f~ E(P~), then by removing all vertices except for 
{ el, °3, u3, w, 0 4, u 4 } we obtain either 6up or 6ta~: since both have order 3, a 
contradiction ag~n. 
Ca~e 2: (os, w)~E(P*) .  Then S~mn{Y(us),¥(w)} is the orthogon~ 
complement to Y(o3). Since any ~i (] >i 4) is eoilinear with v s, it follows that 
for any edge (o:pu)~E(PC), y~ 4, the ~,atrix Y(oy)@Y(u) is a Hnear 
combination of Y(os) ® Y(w) and Y(vs) 6 Y(%). So by removing vertices v~ 
($ >i 4) we obtain a graph of order 3, a ccn~adietion again. So ~ vertices 
%,...,  % are of degree i. There must be an edge (w 1, we) in P~ where both 
wx, w~ do not belong to { ox,..., %} (other~se all matrices in FJ have 
left upper comer zero~ an impossibility). As degree u~ = I, ~ >I 3, we also 
have wx, w~. ~ {u3,.. . ,%}. By removing ~ the vertices except for 
{ u~, v 4, v:, o 3, u 3, wi, w~ } we obtain (SLs,2Xa), which is a 3-superbloek, a 
contmdi'e~on again. 
St~fing with the ~mpf ion  that de m~e v o = 1, we have arrived at a 
~-~----~'--~^~ ° ~k| . -  s i~n~-  q~ie  enrOV~. Lemma 8.4. [] 
8.5. Let P be a 3-b~,dc, and/et o 1, o9, 0 3, o 4 e V(P) be district 
t ,e~e.  ,~ch that (ox, o.),(o., oD,(os, oD e E(P*). Then the degn~ of each 
ve~ex o i (I ~< ~ ~ 4) in pc is >t 3, _ara~ (or, vs),(o~., 04) • E(P*). Mow.ooer, 
~f Y is ~ 3.d~m~loml eam~l  ~menmmm of P, &en Y(ol) and Ir(os) 
P~ A~me t~t  Y(o~) and Y(v~'~ are ~early "maepeauem." ,__~ .As v,~ .J", 
and Y(o4) are. orthogonai to Span{Y(vx),Y(vs) ), it |ollows that Y(va) and 
Y(o4) ate co~e~.  Now for any edge (~,w)eE(P~) ,  Y(w) is a linear 
combi~,~fion f Y(rJl) and Y(~;~), so Y(w)OY(t,~) is a |i~ear combination of 
Y(o4)®Y(vx) and Y(~4)®Y(o2). Consequently, the graph obtained from P 
by removing o s has order 3, a contradiction. So Y(® l) and Y(os) are 
coll~em', and for the same reason Y(os) and Y(o4) are co.ear .  This implies 
(~v~,),(%,v4)~-E(P% If the degree M o 1, ~y,, were 9~, then one could 
remove o I from P wi~out c~gmg the order~ w~Ac~ n~dic~ P being a 
~blccL m 
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A graph Q is _~ed a cyc~ if the refaces vv . . . ,  %, of Q can be 
numbered so that 
(v,, 8 . 
Every loop is obviously a cycle; a cycle is a loop if ~md only if the edges (8.4) 
exhaust e~ the edges in Q. 
<~.-contain cycles with more than 3 ~ .  
Proof. Arguing by contradiction, mppo~ eh~.,:e ~ a graph Q ~ pc 
which is a cycle with q vertices, q >~ 4. If q >i 5, then either Q is a loop (in 
which case Q dearly ~<~-contains at least one o~ the 3-mperblocks 5LP, 6LP, 
or er~, a contradiction) or Q ~<o-COntains a cycle with g vertices. So without 
loss of generality we can assume q = 4. 
Let V(O)ffi ( v,, By Lmm 8.5, an¢  
the degree of ~ach vi in Pt  is >i 3. So there ~- t  be vertices wt, w~, wz, w~ 
(~ ~ not necessarily ~~)  such that (vi, w~)~ E(PC). Clearly, w~ q~ 
>1 2. As by assumption pc has degree 3, the only vertices connected to v t by 
an edge m pc are w x, v~, c~; an analogous tatement hol& also for the_ 
vertices v~, v~, v~. 
We con~der several cases: 
(1) The ~ wv too.. w 3, w 4 ate d~nct .  If (w~, w4) ¢ E(PC), then 
the graph/ ' (w 4,0 4, v 3, v l, w~) is the 3-mperbioek 5up, a contradiction. So we 
can asinine that (wt, w4) • E(PC), and, for a simi]~ rea~n~ th~ (wv w~) 
E(PC). If for o_~e of w~'s, say w x, the_re is an edge (w t, v )~ E(P c) with 
v ~ ( v t, t~,, ~3, ~4~ w:, w t, w 3, w 4 }, then pc(t~, wt, ~l, vg, v 3, w 3 ) is either 6~ 
or 6L~..As both are complements o 3-b|ocks, it°s a eonua~c-don. ~u~. ~ 
degree of w ! is >i ~. So at le~-t one of t wl,  w~) or ~ w i, w4) ~ au ~ ~ ~-. 
Say (w v wg) ~ E(PC); then { w v w e, v~ vt} form a cycle, hen~ hy Lemma 
8.5 the degrees of w: and w t are >t 3. Now clearly (w:, w4)~ E(FC), and 
for s ~  reasons (w 4, w3)~ E(PC). Let Y be an extrema] 3~]~ensiona~ 
representation of F. App|ying Lena  8.5, it is easy ~o see that 
Y( wt), ¥( et), Y( v~), Y( wa) are col~ear, and Y( w~), Y( va), Y( t,.~), Y( w~) are 
~]lmear. But then one can remove the ve~ees w:: w z, ~ ,  w~, ~,  ~ from 
to obtain a graph of order ;3, a ccntra~ct~o~ again. 
(2) The c~¢~ ~_~_~ ~n~ w~ c~~.  Let ~ be a ~dimen~iona] e~en~a~ 
rcpx~ntat~on of P. By Le~ 8.5 Y(v~),~(%) are c~ll~near, as well as 
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1~(~), Y(v,.). U~J_ug this fact and the fact that Y(v~) and Y(w3) are linearly 
independent and hence Y(w~_)~Span{Y(v4),Y(w3) }, it is easily seen that 
:J-,e ~aph obt~=~ ~e~ P by removi_n_g v, has order 3, a con~adiction. 
Sh~dlarly, one disposes of the eases when w4 ffi wl, or when wl ffi w,~, or when 
w2--- w 3. 
(3) The vertices w l, w2, ws are distinct and ~o4 ffi w~. H (w t, w3)~ 
E(P~), then by removing all the vertices except w~, vx, v~, v s, w s one ob 'taiwz 
5L~, a contradiction. So (wx, Wz)~ E(P~). As the degree of w~ is -<. 3, at 
least one of w~ and w 3 P~ -~,..ot coxmeeted to w~ by an edge; say (Wl, w,)~t 
~ ~r~ of w~ ~ >i 2; so (wi, v )~ E,.P ) lot ~m~ v which 
must be different from the ot's and wi"s. By removing from P~ all vertices 
except for ~, w v ~,  ~4, vz. w3 we obtahi either 6LN or 6 LP, a contradiction ,.'_n 
both cases. 
(4) The vertices w~ and w~ are d~s~-~c~ and w z = w~, w 4 ---w~. By 
Lv.m~na 8.5 the degree of w~ and w~. is 3. If (w~,w~)~-E(PC), then by 
Lmma 8.5 Y(v~), Y(vs), Y(w~) a_~ coUin,~, as w~Ii ~ Y(v,), Y(v~), Y(w~). 
Now one cau remove v~, ~., ~s, v~ ~ ~'btain a graph of order 3, a con~d~c- 
~ion. So (w~, w~) et E(JP~), and hence (w v u~),tw,., ~)  ~- ~.~ ~, w,,,~ ,~ 
and u~ are (not necessarily distinct) vertices differen~ from the v~ s and wi s. 
By removing all the vertices except for u~, w~, v,~, Vs, wv u~ o~e gets either 
6L~ [if (U t, U~.) ft E(eC)], or 6LP [if (U t, Us) ~ E(P~)], or 5LP [if U t ffi US], a 
contradiction in all cases. 
We have exhausted all the possible si~,uations (up to the natural ~raph 
isomorphism); hence Lemrna 8.6 is proved, w 
8.7. I~  P be a 3 -b~h w~d~ pc of  degree 3, and assume that 
pc <~-cont~ins a cycle (possibly nu~re ~h~m ~z~ ) with 3 vertices. Then pc is 
one of the fo !~~:  
Conv~'sely, ~f pc is one of the graphs (8~5), then P is a 3-b~k. 
Proof. We start with the proof of the converse ~tatement. I  is easy to 
that by removing vertices from graphs (8.5), one gets either a graph vHth 
ii~ess than 5 edges (such a .graph cannot be d order 3 ~ause  of Coro]!ary 3.0.) 
or, up to the graph isomorphism, one d 
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However, the ~mp|ements to both grap~ (~.6) ~ not 3-blocks (bec~me the 
graphs (8.6) have 5 edges each and their complements ere not 3-m~Lce~);  
hen~ their order mu.~ be < 2 (otherwise, by removing some of their vcrtic~ 
we can get 3-b|ocks, ~'~ich is impossible'). So to show ~t  the complements 
to (8.5) ere 3-bioeks it rew~ns to write down an ext re~ 3 dim~n.~v~ 
representat/on Y for each of them. For the eom~ement to (3w-3u~) put 
--. 1 ,
{Z] Y(~)= , [i I 
Y(4~= I Y(5)= , Y(6) 
LO !. x j  I 
where it is assmned th~ (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5~ S) are the edg~ in 
~o~.~,,,-~,j. .For the complement toOU'-3LP) put 
-Y,,;~--0]. 
Y(~)= , 
r -2 
[i 1 ,
Y(8) = , 
where the ,~iges in (3w.3uP) are (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, b'), (5, 6), (6, 4): For 
the complement to (3u,-2u~,~) put 
[ ]] to! [ o] 
where the e~iges in (3L~-2u~,9~) are (1,2),(2,3),(3,D,(3,4),(4,5),(6,7). 
We prove now ~e ~L  ~temenL of the ]emma. 
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Let wx ~ { o1, o~, v3 } be sue~ that (v~, w~) ~ ~.~t°). By Le~ 8.4 the 
~c~ of wx is ~ 2. So (w~_, w_~)~-E(~ ~) ~oc ~.:u~ w~ ~,~_ch i~ 02uU~erent 
from o1, ~s, o3, wl. There must be at least one morn edge i~ ~(~*)- ~-deed, 
let Y be an e~ema]  3-dimemional r~presentation f P, anti without loss of 
genera]fly put 
Then every matr~ in the linear span of Y(g) @ Y(x), where (x, y) is one of 
the five edg~ (vl, v2),(v2, v3),(v3, vl),(o1, wx)~(wx, wD, has zero in the 
upper left corner. As dim "~ .I_ . . . .  r y-~ 5, m©~m'u~ be one more edge in E(PC),] If 
there is an edge (wg, c) ~ E(pC), then after removing all the vertices from P 
ex~pt for v 1, os, o3, wv wg, ~ we obtain a graph Q such that QC is either 
(3np-3nN) or (3np-3Lp). As both (3n~x~) and (3x~3up) are complements to
3-blocks, we must have P ffi Q. H the degree of w I is 2 and the degree of w, 
is I, ~en (u v us)~ E(P c) for some u I and u, which are distinct from 
v 1, os, o 3, w 1, wg. Hence, the complement to P(~x, o~, %, w,, w~., u l, u~.) is 
(3LP-$LN;2LN). AS (3L~-2LN,2LN) is a complement to a 3-block, we actually 
have that P~ coincides with (3n~2n~,2nN). The ease that the degree of wx is 
3 and the degree of w, is 1 is impmsible by Len~-na 8A. 
(2) The de~e~ of o I and v S (in pc) ~s 3. Let wl, w9 be such that 
(°x, wx), (vs, ~s)  ~ E(Pc), and wx.. w S are disjoint from v 1, o9, 0 3. if it were 
the case that w 1 ffi w S, then pc would ~<~-con ~tain a cycle ~th  ~ vertices, 
w]fich is impossible, by Lemma 8.6. So W l ~ ws. For the same reason 
(wx, v3) ~ E(P~), (w~, o3) ~ Z(PC). By Lemma 8.4, (wx, ul),(w~, u~) 
E(PC) for some ux, u~ di~oint from 01, o~, 0 3, w 1, w~, Using Lemma 8.6 one 
easily ~ees ~t  by re~o~g from pc all the vertices e~pt  for 
us, ws, os, ~1, wx, ul one gets 6L~. As the complement of 6L~ iS a 3-block, a 
contm~ction is obtained. 
~3) The de~e~ ofo~ is 2 for ~ = 1,2,3o As the d~.~ee of P is 3, there are 
~]~ (~, ~) , (~,  Ve),(~4, 07) ~ E(Pc), with 8]] vertices O1,..., 07 different. 
If (~ ,  oe) ~ E(Pc), then by removing ~rem P all vertices except for ~.,~,..., ~e 
we get a ~ph w~t~ comp|ement (3np,3u,), w]~ch is a 3-b|ock, a contra~c- 
t~on. ]~ (%, ~e)~ E(Pc), the~ by ~e~oving ~e ~e vertices we obtain the 
3=~pe~b|¢~c~ whose complement is (3np,3n~), a co~trac~ct~on again. 
As wc have e~laust~ p~sibi~ties (up to the natural graph isomer- 
0 
5 
I 
(s.7) 
Proof. Let us verify first that (8.7) is indeed the ~mplemeat to a 
3-block. An ext re~ P~dimensiona[ ~p_n~_ nta.b~on of the complement to(8.7) 
[11 
Y(5)-~ 1 , Y(6) ffi , Y(7)= - . 
-1  
On the other hand, if one tern, yes on~ of the vertiees~ 2, 3, 4, 5 (together with 
the adjacent edges), the remaining raph has order ,~ 2 r., .. ~ ~-~-n~_~_ _ L- ,~ ,,m "~-e,  
in, but not e~_-_] to, (3LP-2L~,O~L~)~ whose complement is a ~|ock] .  If one 
removes the ve~ex l, the remaining raph is of o.~]er ~< ~ in view of 
Theorem 4.6. Finally, if one removes one of the vel~ces 6 or 7, the remaining 
graph P'  is of order 1, because for any ?¢-dimemione] representation Y of P' 
where k > 1, and assuming without loss of generality that 
LOJ 
the upper ]eft corner of any matrL~ in F s is zero, and it rem~s to ap~.,a] to Y 
q J .~® 
Consider now a 3-block P with P~ of d ~  >~ 4, and |et ~ ~ P~ ~ of 
degree >~ 4 m pc. Let ~, . . . ,% (p >i 4) be an the different vertices 
V(Pc)\{ ~ } corrected to v by an ~e in pc. Let Y be a ~nen~on~ 
e~n~ ~u~n~on of P. 
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Con~r  ~e~/eM c~es: 
¢~) There ~.~ an edge in pc sa~ (v~, v~), between the verlices ~,. . . ,  %. 
for all w ~ V(P) became P is a ~Ioek]. If there is an edge in P~ fro~ 
so~e % (]>13) to one of t~t,v a, ~y  (~3,va)¢E(pc), then Y(o~) is 
co]]~near toY(vx). Since ~or any edge (ct, w) ~ E(P c) the vector Y(w) 
a linear combination of ¥(~) and Y(ve), the graph obtained from P by 
~moval of ~e  ve~ex "-'i h~_~ o_~_er 3= a contradietiono S  (vp vl)~ E(PC) 
for 1 < 1 ~< 2 < j ~< ~. We now divide c~ (a) ~nto two subea~eSo 
(~1) D~v ~s no other edge ~n pc amor~g &e vertices v,,..., vp apart fwm 
(ct, v~). Consider the vertices v3,..., vp. We have 
P 
k-3  
jf3,...,p 
(otherwise it ~ol]ows from Lemma 8.5 that one can remove v~ from 
P without changing the order of P, a contradiction). Let 
P 
adj U 
k¢j 
k=3 
?=3,...,p. 
H (t~, uz) ~ E(pc) for some ], 1 >i 3, then the graph obtained from 
P by removing an vertices except for u z, ~l, v, vj, uj is 5LP, which is 
a 3-superb|cck, a contradiction. So (uj, ul) f~ E(PC). 
N~,  we vrove t~t  (u~, vi) ~ E(PC) for j = 3,. . . ,  p and l = 1,2. 
Indeed, if, ~y, (u3, v,) were an edge in pc then by Lemma 8.5 
Y(v~) and "f(%) would be ~o]line~, ~ld one could remove v 3 from 
P without decreasing the order, a contradiction. 
Assume now that the degree of some uj (3 < ] < 4) is bigger than 
one, say, degree%>~ 2, and (%, w) ~ E(PC). If (w, vg),(w, vt) ¢~ 
E(Pc), then the graph obtained from P by removing all vertices 
except for w, u 3, ~3, v, ~2, vl ~ a 3-b|oek [its comp]ernent is either 
(3~LP)  or (3LP~LN)], a contradiction. If (w, v2)~ E(Pc), then 
(w~, ~3)~ ~(P~) [o ther ,  by ~mma 8.5, Y(o3) is co~L,~e~ th  
Y(¢~) and h~nce v 3 can be removed from P "~thout decreasing the 
order, whic~ is ~n~b]e] ,  and the graph obtained from P by 
re~ovm~ an the refaces e~cep~ for %, ~, ~, ~, w is a 3-~uperb|c~k 
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To finish the con~derat~on f case (ai), assume that a~ vertices 
%,. . . ,  up are of degree 1. There must be an edge (w,, w~) in E(P~) 
where each vertex w t and w~ does not belong to the set 
{ t~, vv . . . ,  ~ } (otherwise, ~ g  
(~) 
all vertices in F~ have zero in the upper left comer, which is 
imtmssible). We have (~, w:)~ E(P ~) for $ = 3~..., p ~.:d 1 ffi 1,2 
(otherwise ~e degree of v~ ~s ~ 3 9.nd a eoutra~ction with Lemma 
8.4 follows). Now the graph P(w t, w,, u~, t~, ~, °3, u3) is a 3-roper- 
block [its complement is (5~,2LS)], a cantm~c~on ~ged~. 
There t~ an edge, sa~ (c3,c~)~E(P~),  between the rertic~  
vt,.-., ~,  apart from the edge (ct, ~,). There must be an edge 
(w t, w,) in P~ such that both vertices w t and w~ do ~ot belong to 
{ v,  v t, v,,..., v~ } (otherwise, --~=s-mning 
r (v )  = , 
every matrix in F~ has zero upper left corner, which is impossible). 
If there are no edges between th_e sets { v:, v~, v3, v4 ) and { w:, w~ }, 
then P( v, v l, v~, ~,  v 4, w l, w~ } is (8.7), a contradiction (unless 
v, v~, vg., v~ v4, wv w, exhaust all ve~ces in P). If there is precisely 
(w t, or) ~ E(~e), then P(v 3, v4, ~, vl_, wt, wg) is a 3-block [its eom- 
p|ement is (3Lp.3~)], a contradiction. If there are two edges in pc 
bPtw~n the same vertex from the set {w l, wg} a~d different 
ve,'~ces from the set { v:, v~, v~, v~}, say (w~, oj),(w,_, vz)~ E(P~), 
where 1 ~ ~ < l ~< 4, then in view of Lemma 8.5 we must have j ~< 2, 
1>~3; moreover, by the same Lemrna 8.5, Y(vj) and Y(vz) are 
coflinear, and hence the o~er of P(V(P)\{ vt}) is e~]y seen to be 
3, a c~n~'c~ion. It rem~ns to ~omide, ~e case when there are 
precisely two edg~ between the ~et~ {w~, w~ } and { ~,  v~, v 3, v~ }, 
one edge adjacent to each vertex w~ and w,. If (w~, v~),(w~, ~)  
E(P~), where I~< ] < ~ ~< 4, and there is no edge m pc between o~ 
and ~, then ~(w~, ~,  ~, ~.~, ~) has order 3 (its co~:~]ement is 5:~). 
jIM zr 
then by L~mma 8.5, Y(w~) "~ colrmear to Y(v~), and hence ~he 
repm~nt~tion Y when restn'cted to P(V(P)\{ w~ }) is st~]l extmmal, 
e ~ _  '~_ contm~ction with ~ '~  a ,~-v~. 
• ~.o , .v , -~  ~D"  " " As in the proof of 
P 
U 
k-1 
If (u#,ut)eE(P ~) for some u~ mad u~, then P(upvpv, v~,u~) is a 
3-mperb|oek (its complement is 5~), a contmdictmn. So (u~, u~)~ (P~) 
for all ~ and k. If the d~D~w of some ~,  say v x, is bigger than 2, and 
(~x, w) e E(P ~) with w ~ v, w ~ u~, then by Lemma 8.4 degree ux >I 2, 
and since by Theorem 4.3 V(P)  ffi { ~, v t, v s, v~, v 4, u~, u s, u~, u~, w }, we 
must have (u~, w) ¢ E(Pe). Now (v I, w) e E(P e) [otherwise, by Lemma 
8.5, Y(~I) is coIIin~ with Y(o~) and the graph P(WP)\{ v/}) is of order 
3, whicli ~ impossible], so P(~,  u~, w, v s, u~, v~, u~) is a 3-mperblock, a 
contr~ction. Hence the degree of each v~ (in P~) is 2. 
Now them must be an edge (w~, ws) in P~ such that both w~ and ws are 
different firom ~, ~t, vs,..., ~ (otherwise, manning 
every matrix in F~ has zero in the upper left comer). By Theorem 4.3, and 
taking into aceo~t Lhe pzoperties obtained in the preceding paragraph, one 
of w I and w~ m~.tst coincide with one of ux,..., up. Say w I ffi u x. Then 
PC us, va, o, ~):, u~, ws) is either 5~ [if (ws, us) ~ E(P~)] or Ow [if (wt, us) 
e E(Pe)], a con~:~ction in both case~, [] 
Theorem 8.2 is now obtained by puzt~g together the information ob- 
tained in Theorem ~.3 and I~mmas 8.7 and 8.8. 
Theorem 8.1 shows that ~ :~supezb|oe~ are defined by the necessary 
~aph-th~retieal conditions. The same goes for the $-superb]ocks. This ~cs  
R natam] to pose ~e fo] lo~g conjecture: 
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